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PURPOSE

our why

Feeding

people’s lives 

through the power

of the ocean

PEOPLE

We care deeply for our people and 

their communities, and we work every 

day to enrich all aspects of their lives

PRODUCT

We create food from, and inspired by,

the ocean—and explore possibilities 

beyond connected to our Purpose

PLANET

We fight for the health of the world’s 

oceans and all who rely on them, and 

we act as a leader among ocean-

connected companies

Connecting the world to the ocean 

through Seafood Love; a bold commitment 

to redefine how we think about, source, 

produce, and enjoy products from, 

and inspired by, the ocean

We live by a set of values that

guide every decision and action

FOCUS FORWARD

We work with intention and clarity

to build a better future

COME TOGETHER

Diverse perspectives make us stronger

and unite is to reach our goals

ACT RIGHT

We operate with integrity and own 

our responsibility to our employees, 

consumers, and oceans

FIND A WAY

We are dedicated, determined, and 

agile in pursuit of our goals

SHOW LOVE

We care deeply for all who 

make our work possible

PHILOSOPHY

our how

VALUES



One of North America’s best-known consumer packaged goods companies

Iconic Brands and Diversified Products
An Industry Leader

Largest Branded Seafood Company in North America

• Leadership positions in virtually every segment of the U.S and Canadian 

shelf-stable seafood market

• Not just a tuna company – 50% of revenue is generated from other products

Market Leader With Strategic Focus on Higher Margin Products Bold and Innovative New Products

• #1 U.S albacore tuna, tuna kits, sockeye salmon, sardines, clams, crab, and 

shrimp; #2 overall canned and pouch  tuna and pink salmon

• #1 Canadian albacore tuna, light meat tuna, salmon, sardines and other 

specialty seafood segments

• Recent focus on innovation to grow business inside and outside shelf stable 

seafood

• Aggressively pursuing retail and food service frozen product opportunities

$150m



At The Bumble Bee Seafood Company, we are constantly inspired to bring you delicious nutrition from 

or inspired by the ocean. That’s why our family of brands includes a full range of quality seafoods from 

wild-caught salmon to shelf-stable tuna, from oysters and sardines to fresh-frozen albacore–and more.



3 Company 

Owned 

Production 

Facilities In the 

US & Canada

1,200

Employees

System-Wide 

Global

Headquarters

in San Diego,

California

A Team of Proud Ocean Lovers, Explorers, Change Makers, and So Much More!

At Bumble Bee, we are deeply motivated by the desire to create a better way to seafood, continually 

inspiring ourselves and others to discover innovative ways to take care of the oceans, all they give us, 

and the people who rely on them.
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Bumble Bee produces about 60% of its own requirements and co-packs the balance from strategic/reputable

partners in about 15 countries
Mixed model (own 

production and 

co-packing) to 

ensure flexibility, 

efficiency & 

low-cost operations

Our Quality 

Assurance offices 

are located in 

Bangkok, Bali, San 

Diego & Toronto



• Risk Evaluation

✓ FDA Registration

✓ DUNS Number

✓ NAVEX Global

✓ FDA Registrar

• Bumble Bee Questionnaire

✓ Key Facility Information

✓ Key Contacts

✓ Sustainability

• Follow-up as Needed

✓ Remote

✓ Face to Face

✓ 3rd Party
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Risk based focus on all suppliers of ingredients, protein materials, and food contact materials

Suppler Verification Supplier Approval Supplier Management

• Product Testing

• COAs/COCs

• Change Management

• Monthly Monitoring of Recalls & 

Import Alerts

• Quarterly Complaint Reviews

• Annual Document Review

✓ Specifications/HACCP

• Annual Performance Reviews

✓ Quality/Food Safety

✓ Service

✓ 3rd Party Audit Results

• Semi-Annual Mock Recalls

• Periodic BB Audits

• Information Exchange

✓ Specifications

✓ HACCP/Food Safety

✓ Kosher/GMO

✓ Allergens

✓ 3rd Party Certifications

• On Site Audit Prior to Use

✓ BB Checklist

✓ Corrective Actions

✓ Approved, Conditional, 

Un-approved

• Commissioning & Qualification

• Label Approval

• Contract

Bumble Bee’s Supplier Management Process



• Food Safety

• Prior Audit BB Scores

• On-going Performance

• Volume

• Longevity

• GFSI Audit Performance
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Shifted to Remote Audits In Most Cases While Ensuring a Continued Focus Upon Food Safety

Leveraged our Risk Model Leveraged IT Infrastructure Targeted Audit Areas

• Allergen Management

• HACCP/LACF

• Label & Specification Review

• Performance Issues

• Microsoft Teams

• Video Chat

• Virtual Walk Throughs

• File Sharing Platforms

Modified Approach to Audits to Accommodate COVID



• Cost effective

✓ Reduced travel

✓ More audits can be 

conducted with same 

resources

• Can leverage existing 

document/data repositories

• More auditors can participate 

bringing additional skills and 

insights to bear

• Provides alternatives for 

auditing sites in risky travel 

areas

• Increased flexibility in 

implementing risk-based 

approach to audits
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From Our Auditors and Audited Firms 

Pros Cons Considerations

• Contractual arrangements

• Technology issues

✓ Connectivity

✓ Bandwidth

✓ Proper virtual platforms

✓ Filesharing

✓ Access to IT help

• Confidentiality & potential need 

for NDAs

• Detailed advanced planning is 

needed

• Access to personnel

• Identification of documents 

and records needed

• Not as effective at gauging 

GMP compliance

• Reviewing documents and data 

on a screen can be a challenge

• Audit prep can take more time 

for both the auditor and audited 

firm

✓ Scanning documents

✓ Downloading and 

organizing documents

• Complicates access to 

personnel/reduced interaction

• Takes more effort to develop 

trust

What We Learned About Remote Audits
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Virtual Audits Are an Important Additional Tool in Our Quality Assurance Tool Kit 

• Virtual audits are here to stay, BUT

✓ In-person BB audits are our desired default

✓ Will use to address low risk auditing needs

✓ Will use to address locations where travel is risky

• Will incorporate hybrid audits where appropriate

✓ Engage subject matter experts remotely

✓ Address key questions/concerns in real-time

✓ Conduct desk audit in advance

• Will update our BB audit checklist to incorporate learnings

• Will develop additional training/guidance for our auditors & audited firms to better prepare and 

execute virtual audits

• Will evaluate commercial virtual audit platforms to support our audit needs

How Our Learnings Inform the Future



Questions?

Steven Mavity
SVP – Technical Services & Corporate Quality
steven.mavity@bumblebee.com


